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Participants perform a Zumba dance in the middle of Hillside Field during this year’s Relay for Life. Over 2,000 people
volunteered to put the 12-hour event together. One person from each team walked the circular path from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.
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JMU’s Relay for Life raises over $200,000 for cancer research
By EMMA KORYNTA
The Breeze
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The beaming lights faded and all
of the noise came to a halt. Everyone stopped throwing Frisbees,
dancing or walking laps and joined
in front of the stage for the Luminaria Ceremony. The atmosphere
changed as the lanterns dedicated for survivors were lit. At once,
everyone was reminded of the real
reason they came to Relay for Life.
A cappella group Note-oriety
hummed “Amazing Grace” as
people were asked to walk laps
in honor of survivors, one group
at a time. People walked for their
mothers, fathers, family and
friends, starting and stopping at a
custom dedicated lantern. In that
moment there were no teams, just
a unified body of people who had
been affected by cancer.
“It’s the most emotional part
and it’s the hardest part,” Heidi
Jenkins, junior communications
major and executive director of
JMU’s Relay for Life, said. “Notoriously, it’s when people make
friends and everyone realizes that
no matter why you’re here, we’re
all fighting for the same cause.”
The Luminaria Ceremony is
one of the three ceremonies of
Relay for Life. It reminds the participants that the event is more
than just an all-nighter with free
entertainment.
“You get a chance to see that
people can be very vulnerable,”

Julia Simpson, a sophomore interdisciplinary liberal studies major
and Relay for Life recruitment
chair, said. “To see everybody
standing together, walking together and kind of celebrating together
... even just watching it is so powerful. It kind of just takes over.”
Relay for Life is a national overnight event coordinated by the
American Cancer Society to raise
money for cancer research. Each
relay encourages people to create
teams and have at least one representative from a team walking
around a track from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.
“The idea is that cancer doesn’t
sleep, so for one night we won’t
either,” Jenkins said.
Relay for Life is characterized
by three elements: celebration,
remembrance and fighting back.
This year’s Relay for Life at JMU
was hosted on Hillside Field last
Friday night. As of the closing ceremony, the event had raised a total
of $200,804.28.
The opening ceremony celebrates survivors as the survivors
take the first lap, the Luminaria
Ceremony remembers those lost
to cancer and the closing ceremony represents the will to fight
back. Each part resonates differently with participants.
“I think my favorite part is the
survivor walk,” Chloe Ebel, a senior
Spanish major, said. “Relay is a
huge time to reflect on those that
we lost, but it’s also an amazing
time to praise those who did beat

the horrible disease.”
While some come to relay in
support of others as part of a team,
many relay for a personal reason.
Jenkins was diagnosed with Hodgkin’s lymphoma her senior year
of high school and ended her six
months of chemotherapy on her
first day at JMU.
“Relay for Life is a really therapeutic event for me,” Jenkins said.
“I get more than I give back, just
from support of the community. I
mean there’s 2,500 people or more
out there, and it’s just incredible
that one community can come
together and be so supportive.”
Others relay in memory of others who have lost their battles.
“I had a very close friend who
lost her mother ... and it was like
losing a second mom,” Simpson
said. “I’m getting a chance to give
back to the community and help
the American Cancer Society and
give back in any way I can.”
More goes into making the
event a reality than meets the
eye. Planning Relay for Life is a
365-day process that starts immediately after each year’s Relay for
Life ends.
“I got this position a year ago,
and I’ve been planning it ever
since,” Jenkins said. “It’s an effort
of 17 executive members and 70
committee members ... putting
their heart and soul into it.”
Over the yearlong process of
see RELAY, page 10

News about the death of a JMU
student, reporedly discovered early
Friday morning, began to emerge
later that evening. The student’s
hometown news station, CBS-2
New York, reported the death of
Marisa Curlen, 20, of Rye, New
York. Reports claim that the death
was alcohol-related.
JMU has not released any official statement and JMU Associate
Director of Communications Bill
Wyatt said in a text message Saturday that “the university has
limited information about the matter.” He said that the Harrisonburg
Police Department is handling the
investigation.
In an email, JMU Chief of Police
Lee Shifflett also directed questions
to the HPD.
HPD released a statement Saturday night on an investigatigation
into the death of a 20-year-old
female. The statements said that at
7:30 a.m. on Friday, HPD responded
to a medical call for an unresponsive female on the 1000 block of
Lois Lane. The release said that
preliminary investigations show
no suspicious circumstances or
foul play, and that the investigation
is pending review from the medical
examiner. It’s not confirmed if that
incident is related.
The JMU Office of Fraternity and
Sorority Life sent an email to fraternity and sorority presidents Friday
night that confirmed the passing of
a member of Alpha Phi, and asked
for “support for the women of Alpha
Phi as they mourn, and privacy during their time of grief.” The email
also stated that they’re working to
provide every possible resource to
the women of Alpha Phi.
Junior media arts and design
major Sarah Lundberg, the president of Alpha Phi’s JMU chapter,
released a statement to The Breeze
Saturday night:
“The Theta Iota chapter of Alpha
Phi International Fraternity is deeply saddened by the loss of our sister,
Marisa Curlen. Marisa was a dedicated member of our organization,
offering her time and talent to our
philanthropy week, service activities and sisterhood events. She was
a sister who exemplified our values
of sisterhood and loyalty. Together,
the sisters of Alpha Phi celebrate
her life and sincerely appreciate
the care and support of the FSL and
JMU communities.”
Lundberg declined further comment, stating that she isn’t at liberty
to release more information as the
investigation is still ongoing.
-staff report

Fighting back
Students submit DNA matches to save lives
By CAROLINE BRANDT
The Breeze

In the United States, more than
20,000 people up to age 74 are diagnosed with a life-threatening blood
related illness each year, according
to the Health Resources and Services
Administration. In these cases, bone
marrow transplants or umbilical cord
blood transplants are their best treatment options.
Be The Match at JMU is one of the
80 on-campus organizations across
the country that advocates for bone
marrow donations. Junior health sciences major and co-president of the
Be The Match club Corinne Croucher
believes many don’t know about the
organization or the potential the club
has to save someone’s life.
“It’s kind of funny, when you say,
‘Be The Match,’ like I said that to
someone and they thought it was like
a dating thing,” Croucher said. “So it’s
kind of comical, a lot of people aren’t
educated on this type of blood cancer
and the process that people have to go
through in order to donate bone marrow.”
Be The Match started on JMU’s
campus three years ago. Croucher’s
brother, Eric Croucher, was touched
by the story of his high school friend,

MALINA SCACCHI / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

Junior midfielder Jaci Gordon leads an attack in JMU’s 8-6 win over the University of Delaware on Sunday afternoon.
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Sophmore political science major
Emily Kearney preforms a swab test.

Ryan Stradauskas, who was diagnosed
with leukemia. Croucher’s community
helped fundraise for Stradauskas and
many community members joined the
registry in support.
Ultimately, Stradauskas was saved
thanks to a bone marrow donor from
Germany.
Last Tuesday, JMU’s Be The
Match club held a bone marrow
drive in one of the University Health
Center’s conference rooms that
resulted in 163 people signing up for
see MATCH, page 3

Dukes shine on senior day
Women’s lacrosse wins last two home games of the season

By PETER CAGNO
The Breeze

Cloudy skies and a light drizzle
characterized the setting on Sunday
afternoon at University Park, as the No.
18 JMU-ranked lacrosse team defeated
the University of Delaware, 8-6.
The victory closed out a two-game
home stand for the Dukes (12-4, 4-1
Colonial Athletic Association) that
finished off their home schedule for

the season. JMU also defeated Towson University on Friday evening by a
score of 15-9.
While most of the team will be
able to don the JMU purple and gold
at University Park next season, Sunday marked the final home game for
six seniors. The class of 2015 of JMU
lacrosse includes attacker Stephanie
Finley, midfielder Alison Curwin, goalkeeper Schylar Healy, and defenders
Hannah Verschoore, Lexi Cross and

Kaci Starkloff . Each senior was honored in a pregame ceremony for Senior
Day. The announcer’s voice boomed
through the sound system as he rattled
off career highlights and accolades for
the graduating class, including stellar
academic honors from every senior.
As for the game itself, Delaware
(11-6, 4-2 CAA) was on the board first,
scoring six minutes into the contest.
see LAX, page 12
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Dark & Stormy Starry Monday Nights @ The Artful
Dodger, 4 p.m.

Baseball vs. George Mason @ Veterans Memorial
Park, 6:30 p.m.
JMU Jazz Ensemble @ The Artful Dodger, 7 to 9
p.m.
Team Trivia Night @ Clementine Café, 9 to 11
p.m.
Music: DJ-V’s 2’sday Dance Party @ The Artful
Dodger, 10 p.m. to 2 a.m.
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Guided Bird Walk @ Edith J. Carrier Arboretum
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€aRT(H)uMP Dei @ Purcell Park, 4:21 p.m.
Live Music: Out on the Weekend/Seaknuckle/Humanzee @ The Artful Dodger, $5, 7 to 10 p.m.
Open Mic Night @ Ruby’s, sign-up starts 7:30
p.m.
Live Music: Joel Delgado @ Clementine Café,
free, 6 to 8 p.m.
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Open Mic @ Little Grill, 8 p.m.
Salsa Night @ The Artful Dodger, 9 p.m.

April 23 Music: Weekend Warmup with DJ Barkley @
Ruby’s, 9:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
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ACROSS
1 Hackneyed
6 Work out ahead
of time
10 Lily of France
garment
13 Prepared
potatoes, as for
hash browns
14 Boxcar hopper
15 Campus
courtyard
16 Unnamed news
supplier
19 ID theft target
20 Used a bench
21 Injector for
severe allergic
reactions
22 Slice opposite, in
golf
24 Snappy dresser
26 Actress Aniston,
in tabloids
27 Automatic setting
for highway
driving
33 Nabokov
nymphet
35 Cold draft server
36 Weed whacker
37 Wipe off the
board
38 Tidal retreat
39 Take control of
41 Rm. coolers
42 Lao Tzu’s “path”
43 Puts a gloss on,
as shoes
44 Christmas display
48 Country singer
McGraw
49 Jamaican music
50 Annual spelling
bee airer
53 Understood by
only a few
56 Portfolio part,
briefly
58 Exceedingly
59 Conforms, or
what each last
word of 16-, 27and 44-Across
literally does
63 Seatback airline
feature
64 Otherworldly glow
65 Actress Zellweger
66 “The
Fountainhead”
author Rand
67 Blue books?
68 Pretty pitchers

4/20/15

By C.C. Burnikel

DOWN
1 Dumpster fill
2 Classic Unilever
laundry soap
3 Religious rebel
4 Bowling pin count
5 Frozen custard
brand
6 Instagram
uploads
7 Soul singer Rawls
8 Crunched
muscles
9 Bit of cosmetic
surgery
10 Dinner table faux
pas
11 Kentucky Derby,
e.g.
12 Yemen’s Gulf
of __
15 One of five in a
maternity ward
delivery
17 Criminal group
18 Ready for
business
23 Singer
Kristofferson
25 Auto parts chain
28 Sport-__: off-road
vehicle
29 Chicago ballplayer
30 Fake diamond
31 Move like honey

Saturday’s Puzzle
Thursday’s
puzzleSolved
solved
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32 Dregs
33 Low in fat
34 Aquatic predator
38 Grab a bite
39 “__ Loves You”:
Beatles
40 One, in Dresden
42 “Used to be ... ”
43 Frighten
45 Sicily’s country
46 Sicily’s wine
47 Headgear on the
slopes

4/20/15

51 Strength
52 Botanical
connecting
points
53 Mennen lotion
54 One of the
Gilmore girls
55 Kilted family
57 Land measure
60 Total amount
61 Capote nickname
62 Opposite of fast
fwd.

WORLD NEWS

MITCHELL MYERS

CREATIVE DIRECTOR

partly cloudy
61°/37°

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle

Storytelling: Fairy Houses and Gnome Homes @
Edith J. Carrier Arboretum, 12 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Lecture: “Practicing Interdisciplinarity: Humanities,
Bioethics and Health Care” @ Taylor 306, 4 to
5:30 p.m.

Tu

Thursday

partly cloudy
64°/42°
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Citizen Forum on marijuana legalization @ Wilson
Hall Auditorium, 6 p.m.

breezeeditor@gmail.com

breezesports@gmail.com

Wednesday

mostly sunny
66°/44°
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China declares
ISIL strikes back
China puts 71-year- S. Africa attacks
sandstorm “normal” against Iraqi forces old reporter in jail the Rainbow Nation
McClatchy Foreign Staff

BEIJING — Rule No. 1 for surviving
Beijing’s often-brutal living conditions:
CHARLEE VASILIADIS
Develop a sense of humor.
Smog. Frigid winters. Smog. Scorching
AD DESIGNERS
summers. Smog. Gridlocked traffic. And
CAROLINE DAVIS
oh, have you heard about the smog?
The latest air assault came Wednesday
ADRIENNE ELIAS
afternoon, when a mighty wind transKAITLYN ROCCHICCIOLI
ported several tons of Gobi Desert sand
into China’s capital. For hours, anyone not
Download our
mobile app at
wearing a mask and goggles felt like their
breezejmu.org.
eyes and throat were being sandblasted.
Beijing-based foreigners griped on
Twitter, but on Sina Weibo — the nation’s
main social media platform — many Chi/TheBreezeJMU
nese citizens cracked jokes. Soon some
were posting monster memes, with
Godzilla and other invaders emerging
from the sandstorm to tower over the
Beijing skyline.
Advertising companies quickly exploit@TheBreezeJMU
ed the dust-up, a demonstration of how
one person’s misfortune is another’s
opportunity. A Beijing real estate company produced ads urging potential
customers to move to an apartment
@breezejmu
closer to their work. “How many more
sandstorms will you inhale?” the ad asked.
Tuniu, one of China’s largest travel
companies, also went to work. The company juxtaposed images of Beijing’s dusty
youtube.com/breezevideo air with tropical beaches and the Egyptian desert under blue skies.

MARKETING & CIRCULATION
COORDINATOR

McClatchy Foreign Staff

McClatchy Foreign Staff

Bloomberg News

IRBIL, Iraq — Iraq deployed elite
troops to the besieged provincial capital of Ramadi on Thursday in hopes of
stemming an ISIL offensive, but the city
remained surrounded, with ISIL forces
in control of many, if not most, districts,
according to witnesses and government
officials.
ISIL also claimed that its fighters had
entered the strategic oil refinery at Baiji,
a huge reversal for the government,
which, until Thursday, had prevented the
radicals from gaining a foothold in Iraq’s
largest oil-processing center.
The two battles 120 miles apart
marked major setbacks for the government in Baghdad just two weeks after it
triumphantly captured the city of Tikrit
from the ISIL and were a reminder that
Iraqi forces still face an uphill climb in
wresting much of their country from the
group. The troops dispatched to Ramadi
on Thursday were the same well-trained
Interior Ministry commandos who’d
spearheaded the final assault on Tikrit.
What their impact would be on the
battle remained to be seen. Residents on
Wednesday had described a near-total
collapse of Ramadi’s defenses, with huge
numbers of security forces abandoning
large portions of the city in the face of
the ISIL assault.

BEIJING — A Chinese court sentenced a 71-year-old journalist to seven
years in prison Friday on what her supporters say are trumped-up charges
that she’d disclosed state secrets to a
United States-based Chinese-language
news outlet.
Gao Yu, a journalist who’s long been
a thorn in the side of the Chinese Communist Party, has said she’ll appeal the
verdict, according to her lawyer, Mo Shaoping. He confirmed that the Beijing No.
3 Intermediate People’s Court had sentenced his client to seven years.
Rights groups and media organizations characterized Gao’s trial as a
mockery of justice and a reflection of
Chinese President Xi Jinping’s efforts
to quash voices critical of the party.
“Naked political suppression dressed
in legal proceedings,” Nicholas Bequelin,
East Asia director for Amnesty International, said on Twitter after the sentence
was reported.
The Foreign Correspondents’ Club of
Hong Kong said it had “grave concern”
about incarcerating an older woman in
frail health.
“The treatment of Gao, who has
already been detained for almost a year,
is the latest indication of a worsening
environment for reporters working in
the country,” the club said in a statement.

JOHANNESBURG — South Africa,
decades removed from apartheid, stands
accused of betraying basic human rights
again after mobs repeatedly attacked foreigners and looted their stores.
At least five people have died in clashes in the eastern port city of Durban,
Johannesburg and other towns since
last week, while more than 1,400 have
fled their homes. The violence is embarrassing for the ruling African National
Congress, whose members sought refuge in countries on the continent before
white minority rule ended in 1994.
“Our rainbow nation that so filled the
world with hope is being reduced to a
grubby shadow of itself more likely to
make the news for gross displays of callousness than for the glory that defined
our transition to democracy under Nelson Mandela,” Nobel laureate Archbishop
Desmond Tutu’s foundation said in an
e-mailed statement on Thursday. “The fabric of the nation is splitting at the seams.”
Some poor South Africans see Somalis,
Ethiopians, Malawians and Pakistanis as
competitors for jobs and business opportunities in a country with a 24 percent
unemployment rate and a fifth of the
population of 54 million surviving on less
than 335 rand ($28) a month.
Compiled from Tribune News

NATIONAL NEWS
Probe finds bias against Colleges grapple with
women at UCLA
cheating explosion

Experts warn of online Only three wolves left on
voting dangers
Michigan’s Isle Royale

Los Angeles Times

Los Angeles Times

McClatchy Washington Bureau

Detroit Free Press

LOS ANGELES — Women faculty at UCLA’s
Alzheimer’s disease research center faced “a climate of conflict, tension, hostility and mistrust” for
about a decade and were treated in an “unprofessional, demeaning manner,” an investigation at the
campus medical school has found.
The probe upheld long-pressed complaints
from three women faculty that they were discriminated against by some men in the department
and faced retaliation for reporting breaches in
research protocol, Jonathan Hiatt, the vice dean
for faculty, said in a letter sent to staff.
The result was a significantly negative effect
on the center and a working environment that
“compromises our research, teaching and patient
care,” Hiatt wrote.
The March letter, which was obtained by the
Los Angeles Times, did not identify the women
who say they were discriminated against nor the
people who they say violated campus rules. Hiatt
could not be reached for comment Friday night.

LOS ANGELES — Stanford University’s honor
code dates to 1921, written by students to help
guide them through the minefield of plagiarism,
forbidden collaboration, copying and other chicaneries that have tempted undergraduates since
they first arrived on college campuses.
Exams aren’t proctored and students are
expected to police themselves and speak up
when they see others committing violations.
But there appears to have been a massive
breakdown during the recent winter quarter
culminating in “an unusually high number of
troubling allegations of academic dishonesty”
reported to officials, according to a letter to faculty from Provost John Etchemendy.
“Among a smattering of concerns from a
number of winter courses, one faculty member
reported allegations that may involve as many
as 20 percent of the students in one large, introductory course,” Etchemendy said in the March
24 letter.

WASHINGTON — A Pentagon official sat
before a committee of the Washington State
Legislature in January and declared that the U.S.
military supported a bill that would allow voters in the state to cast election ballots via email
or fax without having to certify their identities.
Military liaison Mark San Souci’s brief testimony was stunning because it directly contradicted
the Pentagon’s previously stated position on
online voting:
It’s against it.
Along with Congress, the Defense Department has heeded warnings over the past decade
from cybersecurity experts that no Internet voting system can effectively block hackers from
tampering with election results.
And email and fax transmissions are the most
vulnerable of all, according to experts, including
officials at the National Institute of Standards
and Technology, which is part of the Commerce
Department.

DETROIT — Of the nine wolves living on Michigan’s Isle Royale last year, only three remain.
The discovery was made during Michigan Tech’s
annual winter survey of the nearly undisturbed,
206-square-mile island, a U.S. National Park in
northwest Lake Superior.
Michigan Tech ecologist John Vucetich, part of
the wolf survey team, said he would not be surprised if no wolves remain by next winter.
“It’s like asking if a person on their deathbed is
going to die tomorrow or the next day,” he said. “I
don’t know, but the important point is they are on
their deathbed.”
Wolves came to the island more than five
decades ago by crossing a frozen Lake Superior in
winter. The island’s wolf population once reached
50 wolves and has averaged 25 wolves over decades
before a population crash in recent years due to the
physical and reproductive impacts of inbreeding.
Compiled from Tribune News Service.
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Breeze
wins big
at VPAs
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A new way of teaching
JMU professor challenges theorists’ views on moral intuition and their moral codes

JMU’s paper awarded
Grand Sweepstakes
The Breeze received one of the top honors given by the Virginia Press Association
among mid-sized, non-daily newspapers
in the state on Saturday.
The newspaper, the only student publication in a category of professional,
community newspapers, received the
association’s Grand Sweepstakes for overall excellence in news and advertising.
This year is the paper’s second consecutive year winning the award.
The Grand Sweepstakes was the staff’s
most significant honor at the VPA’s
annual meeting in Roanoke. The Breeze
competed against 18 other non-daily
newspapers with circulations of 5,000
to 9,999.
In addition to the Grand Sweepstakes
honor, The Breeze won eight first-place,
seven second-place and five third-place
honors in various news and advertising
categories for work completed in 2014.
For these awards, The Breeze competed
in a division that includes 40 newspapers with circulations between 5,000
and 9,999. The Breeze publishes 7,000
copies twice a week, on Mondays and
Thursdays.
“Once again, our students proved
that their work is on par with similar-sized media organizations run by
professionals,” Brad Jenkins, the newspaper’s general manager, said. “Being
recognized in this way really gives our
students an advantage as they pursue
media careers.”
Here is a rundown of honors The
Breeze received at the annual awards banquet Saturday night in Roanoke:
First Place: Patrick Mortiere, IJ Chan
and Lauren Hunt, multimedia news
report; Dominique Escalera, online
video; Blair Rosen, illustrations; Blair
Rosen, informational graphics; James
Chung, breaking news photography;
Corey Tierney, editorial pages; Staff, general makeup; and Staff, slick publications
(Port & Main magazine).
Second Place: Patrick Fitzsimmons,
online video; Staff, illustrations; Blair
Rosen, informational graphics; Holly
Warfield, feature photo; Wayne Epps Jr.,
sports writing portfolio; Christine Horab,
fashion and personal care ad design and
Tori Smith, home and garden ad.
Third Place: Julian Ali; photo illustration; Matt Schmachtenberg, sport news
photography; Amanda Ellison; front page
design; Staff, special sections and Kylie
Donahoe, food and drug ad design.
Senior media arts and design major
Sean Cassidy led The Breeze as editor
during the contest period. He recently
completed his second and final year leading the organization. Rising senior Wayne
Epps Jr., also a media arts and design
major, began work as editor in April.
Judges from members of the Oregon
Newspaper Publishers Association selected the VPA award winners.

Loren Probish / The Breeze

David McGraw, a professor of integrated science and technology, discusses ethics and morality at the “Developing Moral Intuition” event in
Festival’s Allegheny room on Thursday afternoon. The goal of McGraw’s presentation was to explore more effective ways of teaching these topics.

By Makena rafferty lewis
The Breeze

A JMU professor is challenging theorists’
thoughts on moral intuition and trying to
find the most effective way to teach ethics
in a classroom.
Last Thursday, David McGraw spoke to
the JMU community in the Allegheny room
at Festival about “Developing the Moral
Intuition.” The goal of his speech was to
explore the possibility of more effectively
teaching ethics and morality to students.
He hopes to use his findings in his own
classroom as well as enlighten other professors on the subject.
McGraw, a professor of integrated science and technology, is currently working
on studying the moral intuition and whether or not teaching an effective moral code
is possible. Moral intuition refers to a person’s decision-making instinct based on
their life experiences. McGraw addresses
the fallacies of the ideas of James Rest, a
moral physiologist.

Rest’s Tradition Model, which McGraw
believes is inaccurate, categorizes moral
decision making as a process of coming
to a point where people realize there is a
moral decision to be made, using logical
reasoning to weigh the pros and cons, then
make their decision.
“All of the evidence that we have from
physiological literature, this is not how
humans go about it,” McGraw said.
He believes that a social psychologist
named Jonathan Haidt was on a better
track.
Haidt wrote an article called “The Emotional Dog and Its Rational Tail” which
describes his theory of ethical reasoning. Haidt believes that when faced with
a decision, people immediately form an
intuition and make a decision. It’s not
until after their decision has already been
made that they think through the process
of moral reasoning to back up an individual’s choice.
McGraw said that he is more closely
aligned with Haidt’s theory over Rest’s.

Loren Probish / The Breeze

Harrisonburg

Construction begins
on Carlton Street
On Monday, Harrisonburg’s Public
Works Department will begin overseeing a construction project which is taking
place at the intersection of Carlton and
Reservoir Streets and extends 300 feet in
both directions, according to the city’s
Public Information Officer Mary-Hope
Vass.
The main improvement will be the
new roundabout, but the project will
also include creating better drainage,
pedestrian crossings, utility relocations,
improving the sidewalks and signage and
pavement markings.
Not only will the roundabout improve
safety by reducing the amount of conflict
points at the intersection, but it will also
reduce the amount congestion found at
the this location.
From June until mid-August, South
Carlton Street, from Reservoir Street to
the tennis courts, will be closed to all
traffic. However, the public will be able to
access the businesses and tennis courts
along Carlton Street. Access to the tennis
courts and the parking lot’s new entrance
will be available from Mountain View
Drive.

see INTUITION, page 4

Match | $15,000 raised over past two years from event

-staff report

In brief

McGraw believes that a person will follow their social intuition before mentally
weighing pros and cons of each decision.
“[Moral reasoning is] more like a lawyer
defending a client, than a scientist seeking the truth,” McGraw said, quoting Haidt.
McGraw made it clear that social intuition is not something that a person is born
with. He said that a person’s intuition is
something that is shaped and changed by
their life experiences and, therefore, grows
and evolves over time.
Ashley Jordan, a sophomore social work
major, enjoyed the lecture.
“It was interesting to know that there
are so many different systems and different theories just about ethics,” Jordan said.
According to McGraw, if what Haidt’s
theory states is even partially true, the way
morality is taught needs to be updated to
incorporate the fact that moral decisions
are influenced heavily by a person’s split
second intuition.

Luisa Burgos, a senior political science major (left), and Megan Iaconelli, a
sophomore nursing major, examine a donation kit that includes a swab test.
from front

the registry. The event was sponsored by the family of Sara Yakovac, a JMU
graduate (‘00) who had leukemia and passed away due to transplant surgery complications on April 17, 2001.
According to Croucher, the drive far exceeded everyone’s expectations; the
average for an on-campus swabbing event — where individuals use a Q-tip
to collect a swab of cheek cells — is only 23 people.
“One of the people we can help get swabbed could save the life of someone
10 years down the road,” Jonathan Petrakakos, Be The Match’s co-president
and junior public policy and administration major, said.
Be the Match tries to make the process of joining the bone marrow registry
a simple one. All it takes is an application and a quick swab of the cheek and
donors are on the registry until age 61.
“When a person gets diagnosed with a certain type of blood cancer such
as leukemia, lymphoma or sickle cell anemia, they have a chance of finding
a match for someone to donate bone marrow from within their family, but 70
percent of the time they rely on the bone marrow registry,” Petrakakos said.
“So, the more people that we add to the registry increases the chances of that
patient for finding a match which ends up being their cure.”
According to Croucher, if a person is a match for someone, they will get a
call, possibly in addition to two or three other people who were also matches.
From there, they would answer a series of questionnaires and then proceed
to more health and blood tests. After this process, the individual would get
picked from that small group if they are a perfect match with someone else.
There are two options a donor has to donate their bone marrow. The first
way, typically referred to as the “old way,” is a needle to the pelvic bone.
According to the Be The Match website, doctors use needles to take out
liquid marrow — which is where the body’s blood-forming cells are made
— from both sides of the back of the donor’s pelvic bone. They’re given anesthesia throughout the donation and, after the donation, their liquid marrow
is transported to the patient for transplant.
Since the “old way” procedure was considered to be very painful postsurgery, there is a new way very similar to donating plasma using a dialysis
machine.
In this non-surgical procedure, donors will be given injections of filgrastim — a medication that increases the amount of blood-forming cells in one’s
bloodstream — for the five days leading up to the donation. On the day of

donation, blood is removed from one’s arm to a machine using a needle.
The machine separates the blood-forming cells and the remaining blood is
returned to the donor through the other arm.
“What people say about that is that it feels like a really bad hangover for
three days,” Croucher said. “But it’s obviously a lot less painful and totally
worth it because you’re saving a life.”
Junior interdisciplinary liberal studies major Alyssa Schiller believes the
benefits of the new method outweigh the disadvantages.
“It’s incredible how simple and easy the process has become,” Schiller said.
“I think people are initially very hesitant because they think it is extremely
painful, so that is something that we definitely want to inform people about.”
Schiller, Croucher and Petrakakos have been on the registry since 2012 and
have yet to receive a phone call.
“It’s very rare for you to actually get called,” Petrakakos said. “I believe one
in 500 people will actually get contacted … but the thing that’s great about
it is once you register, you’re in there for life. You don’t need to do a re-swab
or anything.”
As a sophomore, Croucher created JMU’s Be The Match on campus in 2012.
Croucher then became the president of the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity and
established Be The Match as the fraternity’s local philanthropy.
“That’s when my brother and I kind of got more educated about it, and my
brother started the JMU Be The Match on campus part of it,” Croucher said.
Soon after, Petrakakos, also a Sigma Phi Epsilon brother, became inspired
by Croucher’s cause.
“Eric had this amazing passion for Be The Match,” Petrakakos said. “Just
seeing his passion and how much he cared about it really made me want to
get involved.”
Since Croucher graduated last year, his sister Corinne and Petrakakos have
taken over JMU’s Be The Match.
“When I came to JMU, that’s when I learned so much more about it and
I got really involved,” Corinne said. “When he graduated, I took it over and
have been trying to pull people in ever since.”
Although there are no more upcoming Be The Match events this semester,
Sigma Phi Epsilon is hosting its third “Flight Against Leukemia,” this upcoming fall semester along with Be The Match.
According to Petrakakos, former Sigma Phi Epsilon president Brad Templeton created “Flight Against Leukemia” after becoming inspired from his
hobby of flying airplanes.
Templeton thought of creating an event where people could come to the
Shenandoah Regional Airport and fly around the Shenandoah Valley with
professional pilots, complete with music, food, a booth for cheek swabbing
for the registry and skydiving.
Although not certain on the exact funds, Petrakakos believes Sigma Phi
Epsilon has raised around $15,000 from the event over the past two years
for Be The Match. Right now, Sigma Phi Epsilon is working on franchising
“Flight Against Leukemia,” as well as establishing it as a “501 C3” organization,
making it tax exempt and allowing all other 80 Be The Match organizations
on college campuses to put on their own “Flight Against Leukemia” event.
Although the fundraising efforts and collaboration between Be The Match
and Sigma Phi Epsilon has helped the cause, both Croucher and Petrakakos
believe the organization deserves some more attention.
“I do think people realize that it is a big deal, it’s just one of those cancers
that people don’t talk about as much,” Croucher said. “But once you know
someone that has it and you learn about it, it’s just an unbelievable process.
That’s why I would just love to raise more awareness about it.”
However, individuals don’t have to be registered in order to help out.
“One thing that we really want to stress is that it’s a club, it’s open to everyone,” Petrakakos said. “A lot of what we do is just based off of volunteers so
we’re always looking for people to volunteer.”
contact Caroline Brandt at brandtcw@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Messages that make an impact
A look into the consequences of texting while behind the wheel
By Zach Price
contributing writer

Swipe. Type. Send. Crash.
This can be the outcome of texting and driving. JMU students
are merely a fraction of drivers who text and drive, even though
it’s illegal and dangerous.
So why do they partake in this “intexticated” behavior?
“Sometimes it is just convenient,” Buddy Harlow, a sophomore
media arts and design major, said. “If I’m going somewhere it’s
kind of a hassle to pull to the side of the road.”
However, it’s a different story when others are texting and
driving.
“Ironically, I think it’s a s----- thing to do,” Harlow said. “I get
enraged when I see them and want to stop them.”
While he said he texts short messages such as “On my way,”
he said others are putting other lives in danger by typing longer
messages.
But do short messages mean less danger?
Famous German filmmaker Werner Herzog directed a series
of public service announcements in August 2013 showing the last
texts drivers sent before being in fatal accidents. These texts included, “I love you,” “Yep” and “I’m on my way.”
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
one in five crashes occurs because of distracted driving. Thirty-one
percent of drivers said they had sent and received messages while
driving over the 30-day period they were surveyed. Little do many
know, texting makes a crash 23 times more likely to occur, according to the Virginia Tech Transportation Institute.
Over the past year, there have been over 13 traffic summons
in Harrisonburg related to texting and driving, according to HPD
Chief Stephen Monticelli. Some of these summons have been
related to crashes.
“Is texting prevalent? Absolutely,” Monticelli said, adding that

eight out of 10 crashes are related to distracted driving.
The reason that crashes are prevalent among those who text
while driving is because, according to Monticelli, only 60 percent
of an individual’s attention is focused on driving when they decide
to send a text.
Texting the traditional way isn’t the only option for drivers. Many
use personal assistants like Apple’s Siri to text with their voices.
“I can pull out my phone, swipe to unlock the screen, hold the
button and speak what I want to text,” Hunter Josemans, a junior
justice studies major, said. “The phone does the rest and types it
out for me and sends it to my friend. Easy as that.”
Josemans added that he has yet to get into an accident while
using this method.
But studies show that voice texting isn’t as safe as some drivers
would like to think.
A Texas A&M University study showed that voice texting is no
safer than traditional texting. It showed that, in every case, drivers experienced a delay in reaction time no matter which method
was used, and that driving performance was impacted equally in
both cases. However, 38 of 42 participants in the study felt that it
was safer to use voice texting.
Of 22 students stopped at random on the Quad, 17 admitted to
texting while driving.
Shane McGuire, a freshman history major, was one of the students stopped who doesn’t text while driving.
“[I would] rather not have to worry about crashing and getting
in an accident [while on the road],” McGuire said.
According to Monticelli, it’s often obvious when people are texting and driving. Most people will hold their phone up to their face
and maneuver their fingers across the screen.
While a majority of students admitted to texting while driving,
many do not know that texting is banned for all drivers in Virginia.
Texting while driving draws a fine of $125 for the first offense and
a $250 fine for any subsequent incidents.

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY Erin Williams / The Breeze

One in five crashes occurs due to distracted driving, and texting
while driving makes a car accident 23 times more likely to occur.

Texting and driving is now considered a primary offense; police
can pull drivers over for suspecting that they are texting, whereas
the fine was previously required to be paired with another driving infraction.
April is Distracted Driving Awareness month in the United
States. The National Safety Council hopes to raise awareness
and lower the number of accidents caused by distracted driving,
including cell phone use.
Contact Zach Price at pricezj@dukes.jmu.edu.

intuition | McGraw hopes to work with Madison Collaborative
from page 3

Loren Probish / The Breeze

Students attended McGraw’s lecture to learn about theories in
moral decision-making on Thursday, April 16.

“Perhaps it’s time to re-think moral
education,” McGraw said. Even if Haidt is
partially correct, McGraw believes that it’s
time to find a way to consistently shape
moral intuition. He said that there are four
possible approaches to shape a person’s
intuition: authority, socialization, moral
reasoning and emotion.
Although McGraw has pinpointed these
four channels, he is still unsure about how
to use them to teach morality.
“Is there a way to shape that intuition
so they [students] could make the decision
very quickly?” McGraw asked.
He believes that students should not
have to go through a long extensive mental
process every time they make a decision.
McGraw used a sports analogy to relay
how he believes students can be trained
to make quick and effective decisions.

When an instructor teaches golf, he or
she instructs the student to go through
the motions consciously and deliberately.
After practice, the student can start to execute the moves without thinking.
McGraw believes that the same thing
can be done with ethics. He also hopes to
implement this new method by working
with the Madison Collaborative to find a
better way for professors to teach morality to students.
The Madison Collaborative is a sector within JMU that promotes ethical
education and emphasizes the eight
key questions that should be taken into
account when making a moral decision:
outcomes, fairness, responsibility, character, liberty, empathy, authority and rights.
The collaborative uses these questions to
guide students to learn how to make good
moral decision.
“It was very interesting. He brings up a

lot of great points relating to teaching ethics as a whole,” James Rollin, a sophomore
integrated science and technology major
said after the speech. “It is hard because,
you first have to define what ethics are,
then how do you formally teach that, then
the hardest part is how do you assess that.”
McGraw admits that it’s a challenge
to track the progress of teaching morality because it’s hard to determine the
difference between intuition and regular
decision-making.
McGraw constantly asks himself, “What
can I do as a professor to shape moral intuition?” He hopes that in time he will be able
to further develop his theory and make it
more realistically testable.
”I’m still kind of brainstorming here,”
McGraw said.
Contact Makena Rafferty Lewis
at raffermf@dukes.jmu.edu.
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CHARLY LISS, JONG CHIN AND YVETTE AGYEI | guest columnists

Decision to increase tuition
should have included students
On April 10, the JMU Board of Visitors rushed a vote
and raised undergraduate tuition and fees for next year
3.2 percent, a decision made without any notice given
to or input solicited from students, and with very little
discussion among the board members themselves.
The Board of Visitors — our university’s governing body,
made up of individuals appointed by the governor — was
set to vote on next year’s tuition rates in June, but instead,
rushed and passed this increase in the last five minutes of
the public portion of its meeting.
With this increase, in-state students who live on campus
will pay $19,084 to attend JMU next year, while out-of-state
students living on campus will pay $34,218 compared
to the $18,490 and $33,350 paid this year. While a 3.2
percent increase isn’t as large as the 11 percent tuition
increase being faced by incoming in-state freshmen at the
University of Virginia or the at least 7.2 percent increase
for in-state students at the University of Mary Washington,
tuition increases of 3 to 4 percent every year quickly add
up and make college less affordable and accessible for the
Virginia public.
According to 2013 statistics from The Institute for
College Access & Success, 52 percent of JMU students
already go into debt to get an education here, graduating
with an average of $23,562 in debt. Starting your adult life
with over $20,000 in student loan debt is no small matter.
Many of us and our families are already struggling to afford
this university.
During the BOV meeting, the administration prided
itself on how it’s been able to keep the university so
“affordable” compared to other institutions. But the truth
is, in-state tuition at JMU has increased 76.4 percent since

2004. At this rate, with the steady increases in tuition,
fees and room and board every year, we are pricing many
Virginians out of the opportunity to receive a college
education without going into a great deal of debt.
We know that JMU is hurting from state funding cuts. We
know that the university budget is tight. But we also know
that our budget is an expression of our priorities, and we
at JMUnited think the board should take a firm stance that
students are its priority.

A public university must
be representative of and
accessible to the public.

It should prioritize affordability and financial aid
funding rather than the construction of new facilities
and country club amenities meant to attract a wealthier
student body (including the $57 million UREC expansion)
and the increasingly large administrator salaries. Such
“auxiliary” expenses make up a huge portion of the budget.
This year, 31.3 percent of the auxiliary comprehensive fee
went to athletics.
Is that what we’re at college for?
One issue the administration did admit during its
most recent meeting is how underfunded financial aid is
at JMU, with students’ need far exceeding the amount of
aid given out. JMU is one of the least socioeconomically

An “I’m-gonna-miss-you”
pat to the on-campus post office
employees who have been so
helpful for the past four years.
From a senior who knows that
she won’t get that same treatment in
the “real world.”
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A “thank-you-for-makingsure-I-didn’t-die” pat to the
nursing student and now honorary
network engineer who helped me
install wireless in the main HHS
auditorium.
From the network engineer who
was glad you were there to help keep
me alive.
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and racially diverse universities in the state, with only 14
percent of students being Pell Grant recipients (a lowincome measure) as of 2013.
A public university must be representative of and
accessible to the public.
Finally, it’s incumbent upon the Board of Visitors to be
more transparent in making such decisions that severely
impact students’ lives and to actively seek our input.
How can we trust an administration that blindsides us
with a rushed voting process and a tuition hike passed
without any previous announcement?
Without a public comment period at BOV meetings,
how are we, the students, supposed to make our voices
heard?
Hours after the BOV meeting, President Alger emailed
the JMU community about the meeting, including
information about the tuition hike. We would urge him
to email the community before such meetings, to ensure
that students and families have an opportunity to partake
in what’s meant to be a democratic process.
Without warning and without being given any voice
in the decision-making process, we as students are left
wondering, how much is tuition going to increase next
year? And are we going to know about it? We’re proud to be
JMU Dukes, but we’re not proud to be part of an institution
that lacks transparency and doesn’t value student voice.
Charly Liss, Jong Chin and Yvette Agyei are
members of JMUnited, a branch of the Virginia
Student Power Network aiming to fight against high
tuition rates and low financial aid. Contact JMUnited
at VAstudentpower@gmail.com.

A “students-can-be-right-too”
dart to parking services for wrongly
writing me a $75 ticket, but mostly
for the office staff being rude to me
and refusing to let me explain my
case.
From someone who won their
appeal.
An “are-you-certain-youwant-to-do-that?” dart to the
SMAD vending machines for not
restocking the Certs.
From a certified senior who’s
searching for the Certs.

A “keep-on-keeping-on” pat
to Allen from Eats at Festival for
hooking me up with the heaviest
carton I’ve ever had.
From a full and thankful Duke.
A “figure-out-your-ownaddress” dart to the drunk girl
who thought she lived in my
apartment.
From someone who doesn’t like
being woken up to yelling and
banging at 3 a.m. because you can’t
get yourself home.
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KEVAN HULLIGAN | the war room

You can’t just pretend it didn’t happen
Turkey’s government needs to follow Pope Francis’ lead of acknowledging Armenian Genocide
Pope Francis and
the Eastern Union have
enraged the government of
Turkey by simply refusing
to deny history.
In a Mass for Armenian
Catholics in Vatican City,
Pope Francis referred to the
Armenian Genocide, the
systematic killing of nearly
1.5 million Armenians by Ottoman Empire
forces during World War I, as “the first genocide
of the 20th century.”
The European Parliament passed a resolution
in remembrance of the event last Wednesday.
This year marks the 100-year anniversary of
the tragedy, wherein Armenian men, women
and children were slaughtered, starved, raped
and deported. The reason given at the time was
that the primarily Christian Armenians might
join forces with Russia to fight the Ottomans
from within.
In response to multiple parties recognizing
a historical fact, Turkey decided to throw a
bit of an international hissy fit. It withdrew its
diplomat from Vatican City, announced that
it will ignore the EU’s resolution and said that

the Pope has become part of “an evil front” that
seeks to degrade Turkey.
As ridiculous as it sounds, Turkey actually
used the word “evil” to describe those wishing
to acknowledge what happened in 1915. Last
time I checked, refusing to come to terms with
a horrendous war crime perpetrated against
a defenseless group of people because of a
conspiracy theory is pretty close to the definition
of evil. In the Turkish government’s mind, much
like a spoiled child caught doing something
wrong, asking it to take responsibility for what
happened is the greatest of all possible sins.
Keep in mind, Turkey continues to deny the
fact that it was genocide, despite the fact that the
man who created the term “genocide,” Raphael
Lemkin, used both this event and the Holocaust
in the creation of the term in the first place.
If Turkey wants to be taken seriously as a
country and not isolate itself, it needs to stop
shifting responsibility and denying reality when
it comes to the Armenian genocide. It does itself
no good to keep denying such a disgusting crime
and not seek forgiveness for what transpired.
Masses of historians and scholars agree
that what happened to the Armenians counts
as the first genocide in the 20th century. The

United Nations, the International Association
of Genocide Scholars and 23 other countries
recognize the Armenian genocide.
How long can Turkey’s government choose to
put its collective head in the sand regarding what
was done to the Armenians?
Why does it continuously choose not to
acknowledge what happened and instead go
about throwing a tantrum when anyone asks
it to come to terms with it’s past? Sure, Turkey
has said in the past that Armenians were killed,
but it continues to try to avoid recognizing it as
genocide.
The United States had a bill in Congress back
in 2007 to recognize the Armenian genocide, but
George W. Bush rejected the bill stating that it
would be harmful to NATO ties with Turkey.
Turkey and Armenia still haven’t established
diplomatic ties because of this.
In his speech, Pope Francis said, “Concealing
or denying an evil is like allowing a wound to
keep bleeding without bandaging it.”
I couldn’t say it any better myself.

“

Last time I checked,
refusing to come to
terms with a horrendous
war crime perpetrated
against a defenseless
group of people because
of a conspiracy theory
is pretty close to the
definition of evil.

”

Kevan Hulligan is a junior political science
major. Contact Kevan at hulligankx@dukes.
jmu.edu.

HAYLEY MOORE | historical nonfiction

Being an only child isn’t a syndrome
I don’t have a
sibling. I’m an
only child. When I
tell someone this,
I get told how I
don’t seem like
an only child. I
look like someone
who would have a
sibling. I act like
someone who has a sibling. Once I
respond “no” to all of those statements,
I get a look. I call it the “you must have
only child syndrome” look.
It’s a disapproving and judgmental
look I’ve received for years. Suddenly
I’ve become stuck in a stereotype of
being antisocial, spoiled and privileged
because mommy and daddy only had
to worry about one child to support.

To some people they don’t understand
how I’ve lived without a sibling.
Last week, many of my Facebook
friends were posting pictures of
themselves with their siblings featuring
heartfelt messages to commemorate
National Siblings Day.
I didn’t think much of it until
someone in one of my classes asked if I
had posted a picture of my sibling and
me. Automatically, I responded that I
was an only child. Once again I got that
look followed by the questions that
make my childhood look like a cliché.
I want to put this stereotype of only
children to rest. Yes, there are many
people who may meet those who
may have the cookie-cutter only child
syndrome, but not everyone meets the
criteria.

I never got everything I wanted. When
I was 4 years old, I asked my parents for
an Easy-Bake Oven. Seventeen years
later, I’m still waiting for that oven. My
parents knew when to say no and they
said it very frequently. It taught me that
you can’t always get what you want and
the value of money.
I’ve had jobs and I’ve saved my
own money in order to buy things I
want without needing the help of my
parents. I’ve been able to take care of
myself without having to ask for money.
My parents get on my case about my
spending in college, like everyone else’s.
I’m not antisocial. Yes, I’m a bit of an
introvert at times, but does that really
have anything to do with the fact that
I don’t have a sibling? I don’t think so.
Growing up, I was always around

kids and when I wasn’t, I could
entertain myself perfectly. It may take
me a few minutes to get warmed up to
new people, but I enjoy being around
people.
I have thought of what my life would
be if I did have a sibling, but I’m happy
with the way I was raised. If I were
given the chance to have a sibling
now, I’m not sure I would take it. More
responsibility was put on me growing
up, but I’m thankful, as it has turned
me into the independent person I am
proud to be.
Hayley Moore is a junior history
and writing, rhetoric and technical
communication double major.
Contact Hayley at moorehe@dukes.
jmu.edu.
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Attention Lifeguards

Massanutten Resort is Training and Hiring!
Part-time & Seasonal Positions

Stop in or apply online

www.MassResortJobs.com
Instructor Classes available.
Lifeguard training is on-going.
Lifeguard Instructor and Water
Safety Instructor Training
starts soon.

O U R S E R V I CE S
• 24 Hour Towing &
Roadside Assistance
• Jump Starts
• Lock Out Services
• Brake Service
• Tire Replacement
• Electrical Diagnostics

• Check Engine Light
• Suspension
• Shocks and Struts
• Tune-Ups
• Engine & Transmission
Replacement
• Maintenance Services

540.434.4448

For class information, call
(540) 289-4987 or visit
massresort.com/aquatics

info@jltowingandautomotive.com
1187 North Liberty Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22802
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RACHEL PETTY | Petty for your thoughts

Let’s keep double
standards out of it
Clinton should get same treatment as other candidates
I’ve never been very
interested in politics.
However, being that the
presidential election
of 2016 is the first I’ll
be able to vote in, I’ve
decided to start reading
up.
The announcement
of Hillary Clinton’s
campaign brought about a lot of feelings, both
positive and negative.
I haven’t yet made up my mind on how I
feel about her, but what I do know is that a
lot of the negative feelings toward her aren’t
valid.
One of the first things I saw after her
announcement was a tweet saying, “If Hillary
Clinton wins the next election, I’m leaving the
country.”
Not only is this ridiculous, but it has no
reason behind it.
A lot of the negativity surrounding
Clinton’s campaign revolves around her
age. I, too, was a bit surprised at how old
she looks in her campaign video. (I thought
makeup artists and editing software
would do a good job of making her look
younger.) However, her 67 years only give
her authenticity and experience that other
candidates don’t have.
Age alone shouldn’t be a reason to

discredit Clinton.
She’s in good health, which leads us to
believe that she isn’t going anywhere any
time soon. If she were to win the election,
she would be merely 73 by the time a fouryear term ended.
Ronald Reagan was 69 when elected to
office, and 77 when he left. As one of the
most popular presidents, age didn’t seem
to be an issue for him.
In addition to her age, Clinton’s “lady
boss” demeanor seems to play against
her. When there’s a strong, influential man
running for president, everyone’s happy;
but a woman? She must have her granny
panties in a knot.
This double standard is completely
invalid and is plain sexist. It’s 2015 — if
Clinton wants to wear her pantsuits, let
her for God’s sake! People shouldn’t be
intimidated by the possibility of a woman
being in office. She won’t bite, I promise.
If you don’t support Clinton for valid
reasons (her political views, etc.), there’s
nothing wrong with that. But don’t bash
her simply because she’s a grandma (or
because she rocks pantsuits better than
you ever will).
Rachel Petty is a sophomore media
arts and design major. Contact Rachel
at pettyrb@dukes.jmu.edu.

ARNELA ISERIC | letter to the editor

Mental illness needs
better advocacy at JMU
During Summer Springboard, we sat
through a presentation explaining the
statistics of alcohol, drugs and sexual assault
on our campus. Later in the summer, the
issues were brought up again in a mandatory
online program that students had to finish
before coming to JMU.
Though these are extremely relevant
issues worthy of being discussed to incoming
college freshman and should in no means
be downsized, there’s a big issue universities
should be addressing just as much (if not
more).
According to the National Alliance on
Mental Illness, one in four adults ages 18 to
24 have a diagnosable mental illness and
that 40 percent of college students don’t seek
treatment.
Why? Because of the negative stigma
surrounding mental illness.

Starting college is the prime time when
mental illness can begin to cultivate, especially
with catalysts like a heavy workload, the new
environment and adjustments to new living
conditions.
These can take an extreme toll on a
student’s anxiety levels, which can lead to
poor academic performance, depression,
self-harm, eating disorders and suicide.
It’s imperative that universities like JMU
not only start talking about mental illness, but
also require a mental illness online program
upon entering college.
Students need to be taught the signs of
mental illness and — most importantly —
be reassured that there’s help available and
that they’re not alone.
Arnela Iseric is a freshman international
affairs major.

get paid to
have your
voice heard
become an opinion writer
email breezeopinion@gmail.com
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Student production company makes film to brighten the blockbuster formula of today’s movie industry

DANIELLE EPIFANIO / THE BREEZE

(From left) Senior media arts and design majors Matt Foss, Mauricio Cimino and Jordan Anderson worked together on “The Sunshine Girl,” with Foss directing, Cimino heading photography
and Anderson producing. They began production this past winter break with money from Indiegogo, a crowdfunding website. The campaign is accepting donations until April 29.
By JULIA NELSON
The Breeze

In a black and white world, a man goes out into the woods
and stumbles upon a beautiful woman. There’s something
different about her — she’s bright and colorful. The man
returns home and tells the townspeople what he saw, but
no one believes him. Why would they? They’ve never seen
color before in their lives.
In the world of “The Sunshine Girl,” a short film being
made by Valley Pictures, this is the reality.
Jordan Anderson, a senior media arts and design major
and the producer of the film, founded Valley Pictures in
January 2014. Anderson began working with the director,
Matt Foss, also a senior media arts and design major, over
Christmas break later that year. They came up with the
idea to make a film to inspire children and adults alike to
be creative.
“Movies have become really saturated,” Foss said. “We’re
just getting sequel after sequel and comic book adaptation
after comic book adaptation. [The concept of this film] is a
love note to creativity.”
Foss is aiming for a higher level of performance from his
actors by instructing them to method act, which is when
they physically and mentally embody the character they’re
portraying. The way the actors were given the scripts forces
them to method act.
The nine actors in the film don’t know who the actual hero
of the story is yet. They have all been given different scripts in
which they are all the protagonists of their version. To maintain the ambiguity of the hero’s true identity, the scenes are
being filmed out of order and only parts of each script will
be used in the movie. This forces the actors to concentrate
on the motivations of their characters and portray them as
authentically as possible.
“I didn’t want them knowing too much about their character’s role,” Foss said. “I want them to all act like they’re the
protagonist because in your own life, you act like you’re the

protagonist of your own story.”
After the film is complete, Valley Pictures is going to
screen it all over children’s hospitals in Virginia and spend
time with the kids. The goal for the movie is to serve as a nonmonetary donation to children confined between the walls
of hospitals by reminding them beauty and magic still exist.

“Movies have become really saturated.
We’re just getting sequel after sequel
and comic book adaptation after comic
book adaptation. [The concept of this
film] is a love note to creativity.”
Matt Foss

senior media arts and design major
and director of “The Sunshine Girl”

“The film itself is our donation,” Mauricio Cimino, a
senior media arts and design major and the director of
photography for Valley Pictures, said. “We’re bringing our
own version of Disney World to them.”
As filmmakers, Anderson, Foss and Cimino have all
noticed a lack of creativity in modern filmmaking. “The
Sunshine Girl” is their modern-day fairy tale that pursues it.
“It all kind of started from being told that your creative
ideas aren’t good enough,” Anderson said. “In [the School
of Media Arts and Design], we’re told to do a project that
has a very limited scope. The movie is an allegory. In the
colorless world where we’ve lost our creativity, it’s up to
us as filmmakers to look for it, try to save it and keep it
alive.”
Although the three filmmakers are all SMAD majors,
they don’t recognize “The Sunshine Girl” as a student

film. The production is unaffiliated with the university,
and the professionalism of the production is also at a
higher level than typical student films. Valley Films fulfills its own high expectations by taking their time with
production as well as filming outside of Harrisonburg.
“My model the whole time has been that if we’re going
to do it, we’re going to do it right,” Anderson said. “We’re
looking at sets like cathedrals in [Washington] D.C. or the
Shenandoah Caverns. They’re very elaborate sets where
we can use the natural beauty.”
Valley Pictures is funding “The Sunshine Girl” through
Indiegogo, a crowdfunding website used to gather donations for creative projects. The donation goal is $4,500,
and they’ve raised $1,985 so far. Every dollar donated
above that amount will be given directly to St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital.
Anderson and Cimino are both members of Tau Kappa
Epsilon fraternity, which is an official partner of St. Jude’s.
Valley Pictures pledged to donate all excess revenue to St.
Jude’s in the hopes of inspiring the national TKE chapter to donate.
The film is scheduled to be completed by the beginning
of July, when it will premiere at Court Square Theater. In
order to qualify for film festivals, Valley Pictures has to
limit the public’s access to the film, so only those who
donated $20 or more on Indiegogo will receive tickets to
the premiere. Online streaming passes will also be given
to those who donate $10 or more.
The Indiegogo campaign has reached about 45 percent of its donation goal, and is still accepting donations
until April 29.
“We’re hoping this will put us on the map of the national stage as well as the Harrisonburg area,” Anderson said.
“Hopefully it will generate some good will for us because
it’s benefiting a charity organization.”
CONTACT Julia Nelson at
nelso3jl@dukes.jmu.edu.

All that jazz

Student show choir makes a comeback and kicks off the new season
By REBECCA JOSEPHSON
contributing writer

“It’s the best parts of a Broadway show. It’s just the
singing and the dancing and the big energy — the
happy parts — and it just feels good,” Elizabeth Garcia, a junior musical theatre major, said.
She’s describing show choir, specifically The Madisonians’ Show Choir that will be performing for free
at Memorial tonight at 8 p.m.
Though Garcia and Melanie Robison, a junior
vocal music education major, are the co-founders of
this club, it’s not the first time The Madisonians have
been a part of the JMU campus.
The Madisonians were originally founded by Sandra
Cryder in 1974. Cryder said that the group wasn’t started by students, but by the president of JMU at the time.
“President [Ronald] Carrier had seen a group at
Virginia Tech and he wanted something similar as a
public relations group,” Cryder said.
The Madisonians show choir originally began as a
class students could take for credit, and as the club
grew in numbers, members grew in talent and in recognition. By the time the university cut funding for the
group in 1999, about the time of their disbanding, The
Madisonians had toured throughout the United States
and Spain. In the 25 years that Cryder led the group,
she doesn’t remember having a spring break.
What Cryder does remember is the impact that the
group had on the students.
“They learned a lot and it’s a really great experience

about gaining confidence and learning how to deal
with the public,” Cryder said. “From that standpoint
it can be very valuable.”
As freshmen, Garcia and Robison were familiar
with the acclaim of The Madisonians and had been
involved in show choir in high school. Garcia recounts
not having many performance opportunities, especially ones that include both singing and dancing.
“Originally we wanted to bring it back as a class,”
Garcia said. “We wanted it to be an ensemble that
was supported by the School of Music and that just
wasn’t going to happen … We went through the club
process that spring, so now we are officially a university organization.”
As Garcia and Robison began researching, they talked to Cryder and decided that, although different from
the original group, they would keep the name “The
Madisonians” for the club.
One of the big differences is the size of the groups.
The band that the original group performed to was
much larger than the current, however, the original
Madisonians never got above 20 people and now there
are 30, according to Garcia and Robison.
Since founding the show choir, Garcia and Robison
have built the group from the ground up. After having a
shocking turnout at the interest meeting, they decided
to have two different groups. One was co-ed and the
other a women’s group. However, this was much too
stressful, so now they just have the co-ed.
see CHOIR, page 9

LOREN PROBISH / THE BREEZE

Freshman biology major Kendyl Combs rehearses on Sunday evening for the show tonight.
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Keep on
truckin’
First food truck fest
in Harrisonburg
hosted to raise
money for local
homeless shelter

PHOTOS BY LOREN PROBISH AND DANIELLE EPIFANIO / THE BREEZE

TOP Matt Blauch and Jim Spurlock volunteer at the first Food Truck Fest, located at Sunny Slope Farm, last Saturday from 12 to 6 p.m. The festival was run by Open Doors, a local homeless shelter. Open Doors
has been open since 2007 when local residents recognized the need for a shelter for those who aren’t eligible to stay elsewhere. LEFT CENTER Fried Oreos from Saucy Dogs, a hot dog truck. RIGHT CENTER
Attendees wait in line for Smiley’s Ice Cream, which was one of seven trucks present at the event. BOTTOM Customers wait for food at the Wing It truck. Each truck offered a $5-or-less tasting option.

Want more of the Food Truck Fest? Read the full story online at breezejmu.org.

CHOIR | ‘These are the
people that if I see them across
the Quad they will run across the
Quad and give you a hug’
from page 8

“Every single semester is a huge learning curve of what works and what doesn’t,”
Garcia said. “What do we keep? What do
we scrap? What do we try?” Garcia said.
“Having more and more people on exec
with new ideas has been the best part.
Every semester we modify something
about what we do.”
Garcia hopes that as current members
graduate, others can step smoothly into
their shoes and continue the club.
Julian Fadullon, a senior music industry
major and treasurer of the club, has similar feelings for the direction of the club. He
hopes the club can build on the finances
they currently have so that they can establish necessary financial footing to ensure
the longevity of The Madisonians.
As of now, Garcia and Fadullon both
feel that what makes the club so special
is the people in it and the family they have

created.
“These are the people that if I see them
across the Quad they will run across the
Quad and give you a hug,” Garcia said.
Garcia has found that establishing this
group has led her in a different direction in her hopes for the future. Currently
in the process of applying to Teach For
America, she wants to continue teaching
and performing after graduation.
It’s truly the legacy of the club combined with acceptance and desire to
perform that has drawn this club together like a family.
“We are really happy to be a part of this
group that carries such a legacy,” Edo Mor,
a junior violin performance and composition major, said. “We are all people that
love each other and that are there for the
music.”
CONTACT Rebecca Josephson
at josephrc@dukes.jmu.edu.

4 Course Meal for $19
any pasta
any sauce
house salad
soft drink
dessert
additional toppings: $3 each
add grilled shrimp or beef: $4
available Monday-Thursday only
for lunch or dinner
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RELAY | Teams fundraise over $200,000 by end of 12-hour event

DANIEL STEIN / THE BREEZE

LEFT Students walk laps through the path made on Hillside Field for Relay For Life last Friday. Over 2,000 people participated and raised a total of $200,804.28. TOP RIGHT Luminarias were lit for a special
ceremony on the track after sunset, each one dedicated to those who have battled cancer. BOTTOM RIGHT Senior communications studies major Hannah Collins sings with student a cappella group Low Key.
from front

putting on Relay for Life, it’s easy for those involved to become too invested in the fundraising and forget about the bigger picture.
“When you plan an event like this, it’s so easy to lose sight of what you’re doing,”
Jenkins said. “But all it takes is one person’s story. All of a sudden you’re completely
back into realizing what you’re doing. It’s not just planning an event, it’s saving lives.”
This event provided an outlet for those who are still processing how cancer has affected their lives.
“It’s a great opportunity for people who haven’t really necessarily accepted what’s
happened to their loved ones or themselves,” Jenkins said. “Before you can admit that
you’re a survivor, you have to admit that you were a patient ... You have to be able to
admit that you suffered before you can be strong again.”

Graduation Catering
Breakfast Trays • Cold Entrees • Hot Entrees • Party Bagels & Subs

CONTACT Emma Korynta at korynten@dukes.jmu.edu.

Contact us about our packages
1635 East Market 1731 South High St., 1741 E. Virginia Ave,
St, Harrisonburg, VA Harrisonburg, VA Harrisonburg, VA
540-432-1386
540-564-0416
540-442-1997

Sports

Take a study break
Follow @TheBreezeSports on Twitter for
JMU sports updates.
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Living a ‘Dream’
JMU’s Lauren Okafor selected as No. 34 overall pick in the 2015 WNBA Draft
By Richie Bozek
The Breeze

Only about 0.9 percent of NCAA women’s basketball players make it to the
professional level.
But on Thursday, JMU redshirt senior
center Lauren Okafor was selected in
the third round as the 34th overall pick
in the 2015 WNBA draft by the Atlanta
Dream.
“I was heading to my car when my
phone started blowing up and I was
just kind of like ‘wow,’” Okafor laughed.
“I was trying to figure out how valid it
was, I have a lot of people that support
me and love me and I’m just like, ‘I wonder if they’re playing a joke?’”
Okafor is the second player in program history to be drafted into the
WNBA. Former forward Tamera Young
(2004-08) was also drafted by the Atlanta
Dream as the eighth overall pick.
From April 3 to 5, Okafor attended the
2015 Tampa Combine where she was
able to showcase her talents in front of
WNBA and international coaching staffs.
However, she had said that no teams had
been in further contact with her since
the event.
“I had actually seen [Atlanta’s coach]
down at the combine and he said he
was impressed with my game and just
to keep working,” Okafor said. “I didn’t
think anything of it, I thought it was just
a compliment.”
Like Okafor, head coach Kenny Brooks
was surprised when he learned his starting center had been drafted.
“[I was] surprised, but very excited,”
Brooks said. “It’s obviously something
that she’s worked extremely hard for, and
I was happy that it came for her. The surprise was, it’s the WNBA. You just never
know … I didn’t know if Lady [Okafor]
was going to overlooked.”
Okafor is not the first Duke that
Brooks has coached and seen move on

to the WNBA. Including Young, Dawn
Evans (2007-11) signed a contract in 2011
with the Los Angeles Sparks and Kirby
Burkholder (2010-14) signed a free-agent
contract with the Washington Mystics in
2014. Young currently plays for the Chicago Sky while Burkholder currently
plays for Azzurra Orvieto in Italy.
Okafor finished the 2015 season
averaging 12.4 points and 9.8 rebounds
per game, helping the Dukes to a 29-4
record, a Colonial Athletic Association
championship and a second consecutive trip to the NCAA tournament. She
was named to 2015 All-CAA First Team,
All-CAA Defensive Team and was the
CAA women’s basketball Scholar Athlete of the Year.
“[Okafor’s] just different,” Brooks said.
“She’s probably the strongest low-post
player we’ve ever had, and I think she’s
going to be rewarded for that.”
She will be joining an Atlanta Dream
organization that placed first in the Eastern Conference in 2014.
“Lauren is someone who will provide
a physical, low-block presence,” Angela Taylor, Atlanta Dream president and
general manager, said in a release on the
Atlanta Dream website. “She has great
size, is competitive, works hard and has
potential to be a productive post in the
WNBA.”
Brooks feels that Okafor will be able to
fit in comfortably in Atlanta, especially
because of that low-block presence.
“I think what the WNBA is really looking for is prototypical centers,” Brooks
said. “Lady has great size, I think she’s
going to find her niche where she’s
going to depend on her rebounding, her
defense and her strength.”
Okafor said she will be reporting to
Atlanta a couple of days after graduation on May 9 to begin workouts.
Contact Richie Bozek at
breezesports@gmail.com.

Sam taylor / THE BREEZE

Redshirt senior center Lauren Okafor will report to the Atlanta Dream in May.

Bonding at Bridgeforth
JMU football holds 2015 Student Appreciation Day at Bridgeforth Stadium on Saturday

Mark Owen / THE BREEZE

Head coach Everett Withers speaks to those in attendance at Student Appreciation Day. The goal of the event is to have students interact and be more involved with the football program.
By Andre Haboush
The Breeze

For the second year in a row, JMU football held its Student
Appreciation Day on Saturday as a means to make closer ties to
the student body.
The event, sponsored by Pheasant Run Townhomes, which
handed out free “Rise of the Dukes” T-shirts to those who came,
created a swarm of purple on the Zane Showker Field at Bridgeforth Stadium. Before the event started, various JMU Greek life
organizations held a charity flag football game as students began
to line up at Gate C. At 1 p.m., the gates opened and the field was
flooded with purple.
Encouraged by the coaching staff, students joined teams led by
football players. After the teams were settled, everyone gathered
together around head coach Everett Wither where he thanked
the JMU fans.
“I’d like to thank all the students and fans that are here for student appreciation day,” Withers said. “This day is your day … The
objective is that our guys don’t have helmets or shoulder pads
here today, so you get to see faces and you get to know names
and that kind of deal.”
Withers then asked the students how many of them came to
almost every game. About half raised their hands. While optimistic, Withers hoped for more raised hands.
“I’m a glass half-full guy,” Withers said. “I like that, but I also

saw some people over here kind of hiding over here. So that
means we don’t have enough people to show up on game day
and to come early and stay late, and to me that’s an objective.”
A goal of Student Appreciation Day is to generate more heavily involved fans and students. Withers asked how many students
have their parents pay for their tuition and pointed out to students
that part of their tuition goes directly to football and JMU athletics.
“Part of your tuition goes to fixing stuff up, the stadium and
stuff on campus,” Withers said. “Come get the full college experience. Come to games on Saturday. Don’t lay in the bed Saturday
morning and all day Saturday and not come to the games. This is
what today’s about — to get you more familiar with JMU football.”
With a captivated crowd around him, Withers maintained an
energetic atmosphere under the sun with temperatures in the
’70s.
“I want you to remember this: ‘Either you are an energy giver
or an energy vampire,’” Withers said. “Either you suck the energy
out of everybody around you or you’re an energy giver.”
Troy Stephens, a freshman integrated science and technology
major, came for the same reasons Withers pointed out.
“I really feel that we really don’t get a lot involved with the
football team,” Stephens said. “It’s fun to see them without the
helmets on and see their personalities, get to meet them and see
what some of the training skills are like.”
To get the energy flowing on the field, Aaron Burkart, the director of football strength and conditioning, pumped up the fans.

Immediately after, the teams broke into stations and did drills
for the next hour, including catching the ball in the end zone
or sideline, picking up a fumble like a linebacker and running
through punching bags like a running back.
Toward the end of the drills, everyone met back up and had a
relay race. Football players rode on bikes, hopped off, then were
wheel-carted by students. Many students also followed players
to the locker room and saw the facility.
“I just wanted to meet the football players and have a good
time, go through the drills and see the locker room and everything. They’re a bunch of great people,” Rachel Gonsalves, a
sophomore anthropology and modern foreign languages double major, said.
Gonsalves enjoyed the drills and loved the locker room. Inside,
everyone was allowed to try on jerseys, helmets and shoulder
pads.
“It was a lot of fun,” Abby Floyd, a junior nursing major, said.
“I wasn’t expecting to participate in all the drills or anything, but
it was a lot of fun. I’m glad I did it.”
Most participants arrived with a friend or two and met others
during the day. Some future Dukes who have committed to play
JMU football next year were also in attendance.
This upcoming Saturday, JMU will hold its spring game at
Bridgeforth Stadium at 1 p.m., which is free and open to the public.
Contact Andre Haboush at habousaw@dukes.jmu.edu.
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proffitt & Fraser |

Double Take

The world’s most popular game
Soccer doesn’t appeal to our attention spans
By Stephen Proffitt
The Breeze

As we wind down our college careers, once
again Fraser and I harken back on a topic
that brought us close to
one another: soccer. This
week’s Double Take is
simple: what’s our take on
European football.
Without going into too
much detail, I spent much
time scampering down
the first-floor hall inside
Hillside to see what Fraser was up to and a
lot of it had to do with soccer. To my dismay,
I’d either walk in on a choppy, online stream
of some English Premiere League game or a
heated contest of FIFA on the Xbox.
Soccer is such a technical sport. As with
baseball, there are numerous layers of technicalities that may not meet the gazing eye.
A 0-0 contest can have far more qualitative
themes than quantitative. The game, to me,
is very qualitative.
With that said, shortening the pitch could
create more excitement. A slightly more compact playing area would help facilitate more

scoring, similar to hockey.
In those hours of misery I felt while watching soccer, Fraser taught me everything he
knew about the game. I used these findings
to heighten my arsenal of soccer jokes. The
game of soccer can surely unite or divide a
country, as we see in the World Cup, but while
it may always be ‘The world’s favorite sport,’
it’ll never assume that title in America.
According to a 2015 Harris Poll released in
February, 6 percent of Americans say that soccer is their most favorite sport. I’d love to see
some progressive change in the sport including methods to enhance scoring and fluidity,
but it’s not necessary.
Americans are too focused on what’s coming next, the next run, the next bucket, the
next touchdown. Soccer can’t hold up to our
dwindling attention spans. Thus, it’ll continue to hover under 10 percent in terms of
popularity.
We would need far more American pride
to fully support the cultural roots this sport
needs to take over a country. Until that happens, it’ll cease to be our favorite football.
Contact Stephen Proffitt
at proffittjs@gmail.com.

Lax | Regular season ends Saturday

American football has ruined other sports
By Ryan Fraser
The Breeze

I can’t believe it. I convinced Stephen to
write about soccer. Hold on folks. The apocalypse may be near. We
argue the age-old question of soccer’s appeal in
this great country.
This is one of the first
times that we truly do
have two different opinions on a subject. I love
soccer. I was converted
into a casual fan back in 2006 during the
World Cup in Germany, and slowly I’m
becoming more infatuated with the game
as time goes on. I’m a huge Chelsea FC
fan and follow the USA national team very
intensely. I wouldn’t call myself a die-hard
but on a scale from one to 10 I’d be a seven.
I just can’t comprehend why soccer isn’t
more popular. It’s an extremely easy game
to play and pick up and the atmospheres
at games in the European stadiums are
unrivaled.
The gameplay, I’ll grant you, takes time to
appreciate but no more so than hockey or

baseball. The rules are simpler than any of
the other “Big Four” sports and officiating
is on par with officials around the world. I
will admit you scoring is low, but when that
goal comes, words can’t describe the scene.
I think, and I’ll probably be yelled at for
it, but American football has ruined the
rest of sports in America. The low attention
span required and the lack of knowledge
required to enjoy it has completely ruined
other sports’ room to grow on this country. Hopefully it’s just a phase, and I think it
is, but soccer will grow until it reaches that
apex of growth that every other sport is running into.
All in all, soccer is a great sport and I
won’t be deterred by others who call it
boring and slow. One of my dreams is to
go to a World Cup game and experience
that environment. Soccer will be fine and
grow on the exponential path that it’s on.
Until then, it’ll experience the same trials and troubles that other new sports
have. I love soccer and don’t need other
people’s opinions to tell me otherwise.
Contact Ryan Fraser at
fraserrc@dukes.jmu.edu.

JMU triumphs at Invitational
Track and field hosts JMU Inivitational at University Park

Malina Scacchi / contributing photographer

Senior defender Lexi Cross contests Delaware attacker Caitlin McCartney in an 8-6 victory on Sunday.
from front

The goal came after a nearly five-minute possession by the Blue Hens. It was evident that
Delaware’s slow-paced offense was trying to stifle the high-caliber offense of the Dukes by taking
time away from them on attack. Head coach Shelley Klaes-Bawcombe snubbed off the attempt.
“I credit them for trying,” Klaes-Bawcombe
said. “They wanted to control the tempo of the
game with long possessions to try to lull us to
sleep.”
Mental toughness is an aspect of the Dukes’
game that they work to maintain.
“We don’t allow another team to take us out
of our game plan,” Klaes-Bawcombe said. “I
think we’re too good for that in this stage of our
development.”
The Dukes would tie the game at one goal
apiece just 40 seconds later with a goal from Curwin. Junior midfielder Taylor Gress notched the
assist and eventually scored three minutes later
to give the Dukes the lead. Delaware would bring
the game back to level pegging with a goal from
midfielder Casey Lyons.
Curwin tallied her second goal of the afternoon as JMU and Delaware traded goals before
the Dukes’ sophomore attacker Leah Monticello
and senior attacker Stephanie Finley scored two
unanswered to give the Dukes a 5-3 lead heading
into the break.
A little over two minutes into the second half,
junior midfielder Jaci Gordon buried a shot past
the Delaware goalie to give the Dukes a three-goal
lead.
But something seemed to have breathed life
into the Blue Hens during the break because they
would surge back and score three unanswered
goals to tie the game at six. Delaware maintained
possession of the ball for much of the second half.
It can take a lot of mental toughness to stay
composed in the middle of a comeback, but Curwin, among others, has the utmost faith in her
team.

“We’ve been in games where we’ve been down
in the last five minutes, or where we’ve been winning and had teams come back,” Curwin said.
“We just tried to stay positive and keep playing
our game and we knew we would pull it out in
the end.”
After nearly 10 scoreless minutes, patience and
resilience paid off for the Dukes as redshirt sophomore attacker Betsy Angel scored her first of the
contest with just over seven minutes to play.
JMU began to burn-time off the clock with a
subsequent four minute possession.
Curwin capped off the Dukes’ scoring with her
third goal of the day, completing the hat trick, and
the Dukes came away with the 8-6 win.
Healy was infallible down the stretch, recording
five saves in the second half. She was just one save
shy of recording double-digit saves for the second
consecutive game.
“The past two games, the defense and I have
been clicking,” Healy said. “If they work for me I
work for them. It’s a very reciprocal relationship
we have.”
Klaes-Bawcombe had a lot to say regarding the
senior netminder’s development over the course
of her JMU lacrosse career.
“She’s such a gamer,” Klaes-Bawcombe said.
“She understands key moments … and that really
shows her discipline and how far she has come.”
Delaware was 2 for 10 on eight-meter free
position shots in the contest. Klaes-Bawcombe
attributed that feat to Healy’s athleticism and
mobility in the net.
With the victory over Towson on Friday and the
win yesterday against Delaware, JMU clinched the
No. 2 seed in the CAA tournament, which will be
May 1 and 3 at Delaware.
The Dukes are set to travel to Williamsburg,
Virginia, this Saturday for the final game of the
regular season, against the College of William
& Mary.
Contact Peter Cagno at
breezesports@gmail.com.

On Saturday, JMU women’s track & field
hosted the 2015 JMU Invitational at University
Park. Other schools in attendance were the
University of Richmond, Marshall University
and the Naval Academy. The Dukes won the
four-team event with a score of 185.
The Dukes’ day involved many top finishes
on the track.
In the 100-meter dash, sophomores De’Ana
Forbes and Annie Johnson finished in first
and second place respectively.
Johnson also placed first in the 200 meter
dash along with sophomore Kennedy King
who placed second.
Three Dukes took the top three places in
the 400-meter dash: freshman Tyrah Burrow
and seniors Destiny Simmons and Kelsey
Langton.
Sophomore Carol Strock and freshman
Erica Gray finished first and third in the 800meter dash.
Junior Kathleen Stewart finished first in the
1,500-meter run while freshman Nicole Goof

did the same in the 3000 meter run.
In the 5,000-meter run, senior Rachel
Hagen captured second place for the Dukes.
Freshman Allison Bodmer placed second
in the 3,000-meter steeplechase for the Dukes.
Forbes, senior Jasmine Waddell and freshman Aereale Scott finished top three in the
100-meter hurdles. Waddell also placed third
in the 400-meter hurdles.
JMU also finished first in both the 4x100
and 4x400-meter relays.
A number of Dukes performed well in the
field side of the day as well.
Sophomore Morgan Crewe and junior
Nicole Rossi placed first and second in the
high jump.
King and sophomore Ebony Owusu-Sampah placed second and first in the long jump
respectively.
The Dukes compete in the Penn Relays in
Philadelphia next weekend.
-staff report
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U Stor It
Apts for Rent

Homes for Rent

1-BR Downtown, Stainless
Appliances, Hard Wood
Floors $595 540-564-2659
http://www.castleproperty.c
om
3-BR 2.5-BA Townhouse,
Stainless Appliances, Fenced
Yard, http://www.castleproperty.com 540-564-2659
End Unit Renovated TownHome @CamdenTowns +View
$1000/month 571-258-7271
End Unit
Renovated
Townhome
@CamdenTowns +View1000.pm
#571-258-7271

4BR 2BA House,85 E. Grattan,3 blocks from JMU, washer/dryer, fenced back yard.
540 434-4227

Mini Stor It
Student Summer Storage Special
Serving JMU Students and Faculty for Over 35 Years!
-Closest to JMU
-24 Hour Security
-Low Prices
-Phone Answered 24 Hours

Only 3 more issues of
The Breeze this school year.

Place your
classified at
breezejmu.org

190 E. Mosby Rd. Harrisonburg

(Located across from Kline’s on South Main St.)
FREE T-SHIRT FOR FIRST 100 STUDENTS!

$10 for additionl 10 words.

U-Stor-It

433-1234 433-STOR

Moving out at
the end of the
semester?

-Completely Fenced & Well-Lit
-Fire Rated Buildings
-Climate Control Units Available
-Office & Resident Manager

Rent Your Own Storage Space!

10 words only $1

U-Lock-It

U-Keep The Key

ministorit.com

Taste of Thai

Let Blue Ridge Hospice help with
those items you no longer need.

Family owned & operated.
Gourmet Thai Cuisine.

Sushi & Asian Fusion

Accepting Donations of:

50 W. Water St,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540.432.0105

Clothing •
Household Items
Furniture • Books

Open 7 Days a Week
Lunch & Dinner

www.restaurantbeyond.com
www.facebook.com/restaurantbeyond

Private Banquet Rooms

Open Daily for Lunch & Dinner

917 S. High Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540.801.8878

Daily Specials

Outdoor Dining

Private Banquet Room

Donation Hours:

Monday – Saturday, 10-4

Oriental Market

To arrange pick-up of furniture or
other large items, please call:

International Grocery Store

(540) 327-0402

Specializing in Asian & Hispanic
Products including fresh produce

182 Neff Avenue • Harrisonburg
(540) 217-0337 • blueridgehospice.org

Sunday - Saturday 8:30am - 10:00pm
921 S. High St
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540.432.6157

Come
back
home
and
get
ahead.
Coming back home to Hampton Roads for the summer? TCC is a great place
to complete a few general education courses in a fraction of the time. And at
a fraction of the cost. Enrolling at TCC is easy and cost-effective, with four
campuses and hundreds of day, evening and online courses. Enroll today!
Register for summer classes now.
Summer classes begin May 26.
Visit tccenroll.com for more information.
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